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Navigator enables higher education institutions and state wide systems to attract and

OUR ADVANTAGE

NAVIGATOR
After evaluating other

As the leading transfer and articulation software in the industry today, Transfer

solution alternatives, CFNC
selected Decision Academic
for its scalability, robust
framework and integration
capabilities. Transfer Navigator
enables staff and faculty to
easily manage articulation
content resulting in the
ability to provide state
constituents with online
access to quickly answer
transfer inquiries and
efficiently process approvals.
The system will support
transfer credit visibility
between approximately
110 academic institutions
from The University of North
Carolina (comprised of 16
constituent institutions), the
North Carolina Community
College System (58 campuses),
and the North Carolina
Independent Colleges and
Universities (comprised of
36 institutions).
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Decision Academic was
able to offer not only powerful
stand-alone products that
achieved our objectives, they
are also able to provide
integration across their entire
suite of products and our
student information system.
Michel Biagé,
Assistant Director
– Student IT Services,
University of Ottawa.
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evaluation
solution for advisors, administrators and students.
Transfer Navigator is a Web-based application
that is fully configurable to meet an
institution or state wide system’s require
ments. By enabling students to view how
transfer credits can affect their degree
completion status through an interactive
and intuitive interface, students can focus
on their degree completion, speeding
overall time to graduation. Transfer Navigator
also provides a means for advisors and
administrators to easily maintain the transfer
database. By eliminating what used to be a
lengthy process in attaining transfer credit
eligibility information and approval of
transfer credits, it provides advisors/
administrators with the time to focus on
guiding transfer students and maintaining
transfer database accuracy.
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NAVIGATOR
institutions tells us that there is
a need for
the efficient and accurate management
of
degree
transfer student data. Transfer Navigator
is
a
NAVIGATOR
Web-based application solution that not
transfer
only meets this need but also complies to
NAVIGATOR
the requirements of institutions.
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Benefits
NAVIGATOR
Armed with highly configurable features, an
catalog
interactive and dynamic transfer equivalence
NAVIGATOR
evaluation for students, integration capabilities
with an existing SIS (Student Information
curriculum
NAVIGATOR
System) and more, Transfer Navigator
is a Webbased application solution that can scale to
curriculum
the size and requirements of any
institution
NAVIGATOR
and/or state wide system. The following
benefits describe Transfer Navigator’s solutionoriented design:
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More than 50 percent of students who earn
bachelor’s degrees, enroll at two or more
institutions, and almost 20 percent enroll at
three institutions during their student life
cycle. Students transfer for a number of
reasons, from completing a bachelor’s
degree after starting at community college,
to leaving for a campus with a stronger
reputation in the student’s chosen field, to
saving money by choosing a more
inexpensive campus. The ever expanding
number of students that have and expect to
receive credit for courses taken at other
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Application Configurability:
Transfer
Navigator is fully configurable through a
secure Web-based interface. Customers can
configure their own workflows for online
transfer approvals, improving and accele
rating transfer student data collection,
and analysis.
Easy-to-Use: The straightforward interface
enables users with little training to start using
Transfer Navigator quickly and effectively.

NAVIGATOR

For more information on Transfer Navigator, visit www.decisionacademic.com.
You can also reach us at info@decisionacademic.com or 1-613-254-9669.
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Integration Capability: Transfer Navigator
can be integrated with Decision Academic’s
Degree Navigator, Catalog Navigator and
Curriculum Navigator, making it easy to
incorporate each product as needed without
hassle and interruption to student information
management. This integration capability allows
administrators, advisors and students to use
these products interactively to easily view
and manage entire curriculums including
transfer credits, student degree details and
catalog information.

Improved student wizard
enables transfer
NAVIGATOR
NAVIGATOR
students to self-identify courses they have
catalog
catalog
taken at other institutions
and see how these
NAVIGATOR
NAVIGATOR
courses might translate into equivalent courses
catalog
catalog
at the destination institution.

Credit Grant for Equivalent Course(s)
Compliant: Transfer Navigator is fully
compliant with institution and state wide
system requirements.

Transfer credit application capability makes
the pre-admission and letter of permission
attainable in less time for a more satisfying
experience.

Flexible: Transfer Navigator provides pricing
models as a stand-alone or integrated option,
offering institutions and state wide systems
an adaptable solution to meet their unique
requirements.

Recording of approval requests (and
rejections) is easily performed and accurately
documented with Transfer Navigator’s request
form.
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OUR PROFILE
Decision Academic provides
innovative academic advising
and curriculum management
solutions that optimize the
collection and management
of student information. It

recordcurriculum enables institutions and state

with
NAVIGATOR
NAVIGATOR wide systems to attract more
transfer credits against the student academic
curriculum
record. This feature simplifies
and enablescurriculum students and streamline
NAVIGATOR
their paths to graduation.
database manageability and transfer credit NAVIGATOR
data
retrieval without interruption to the advisor/
administrative function.
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FEATURES
Transfer Navigator offers a collection of features
that work together to help you efficiently
manage and maintain your transfer database.
These features include:
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Transfer Navigator is powered by the AMANDA.edu technology framework.
Copyright © Decision Academic 2009. Transfer Navigator is a trademark
of Decision Academic.

On-demand transfer equivalency tool is
an interactive tool enabling the determination
of possible transfer equivalences making it
easier for students to evaluate their options.
Configurable user interface allows adminis
trators and advisors to create an efficient
student-facing resource which allows for
greater administrative time to focus on
transfer student guidance and the analysis of
transfer data.

For more information on Transfer Navigator, visit www.decisionacademic.com.
You can also reach us at info@decisionacademic.com or 1-613-254-9669.

Decision Academic’s
Navigator Suite centralizes
data and automates workflow
to improve curriculum
management. It also equips
students and staff with
self-service decision-making
tools to easily explore the
most complex transfer
and degree options.

Navigator Suite is the first
modern education technology
platform that tightly integrates
applications within the suite
and other systems; drives
accuracy and consistency;
and enables administrators to
easily manage and customize
workflows, forms, terminology
and many other aspects of
application configuration.

